All lectures, workshops, and seminars are held at Voicetrax’s studios in Sausalito unless otherwise noted. We realize that with the multitude of classes to
choose from it may be a bit daunting to know what curriculum strategy would work best for your specific situation. We encourage you to contact our team
for guidance at (415) 331-8800. Any member of our team who answers the phone can help you identify the courses that are most appropriate for your needs
at each particular stage of your training. For actual dates and prices of classes, please see the registration form on our website at www.voicetraxsf.com. See
page 18 for legal disclaimer.

ACTING PROMO-TION
Director: Dave Fennoy

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: None

We’ve all heard it (close your eyes and insert silky smooth, bass voice here): The following is brought to you with limited commercial interruption… Who better to explore the
world of promo performance with than one of the most recognizable promo voices in history, Mr. Hulu himself, Dave Fennoy! Get ready to take your promo acting skills up
the corporate ladder as you survey the various television promo genres including comedy, drama and the ever-expanding variety of lifestyle channels that cater to a smaller
but unique audience. And although promo generally has a signature rhythm and intensity, there is absolutely, positively still acting involved. (Awww…man…)

Director: Dan Gilvezan

Length: 7-hour one-day lab

Class Notes: None

Acting, in its most basic form, is about what your character wants and how they go about getting it. These objectives and choices are what give a performance depth, variety
and emotional connection. Actors that aren’t agile at using their imagination operate in a very limited space with their choices, and as a result their auditions stay in that same
narrow band. In this one-day intensive, fast-paced lab, Dan will employ a variety of different techniques and exercises including the aspects of The Method system, improv
and role playing to expand the sphere of your choices and help you break free of your status quo. You’ll be challenged to make quick choices to avoid overthinking and trust
your instincts. At the end of the day you’ll be thinking about familiar tools in a brand-new way. Learn from a 30-year veteran that has kept himself relevant and booking
through the decades due to his superior acting skills.

ANIMATION EXTRAVAGANZA
Director: LA Agent

Length: 14-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class homework
assignment. Students must have home recording capabilities.
Class may be repeated.

Spend two full days working under simulated, “real-world” recording-session conditions on complete episode scripts of an actual cartoon series, with one of the country’s top
animation experts. Before class, you’ll receive character sides to “audition” and submit. In class, your director will announce the role(s) you have “booked”. Once cast, you’ll
participate in mock sessions where your director will walk you through the process step-by-step from the table read through the group recording. You’ll gain belief in your
abilities to interpret copy on the fly, develop characters, maintain energy and continuity, create a definite difference between multiple one-line roles, respond and react to your
fellow actors and absorb direction quickly with the poise of a seasoned pro. And speaking of seasoned pros, because your teacher is an agent that works with the best talent
in the animation business, imagine the ears you’re working with. You’re sure to get an exact notion of where you are on your character path.

DIALECT INTERVENTION
Director: Kimberly Mohne Hill

Length: 14-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: This course includes
a pre-class homework assignment.

NEW TEACHER

Your bad accents have affected us negatively in the following ways: it makes us sad that your British video game character sounds more like he’s from New York high society
and it keeps us up at night thinking about the session where you’ll have to sustain your shaky Chicago accent (that regrettably sounds equal parts Irish, US Southern and just
plain bad) for 100+ lines of dialogue. But don’t give up, there is hope! We’ve invited interventionist, voice actor, director and dialect dynamo, Kim Mohne Hill, to rehab your
inconsistent dialects. This full weekend class is formatted to give you the time you need so that when you finish you will possess the knowledge necessary to practice and polish
an accent you can take to the bank. Throughout this odyssey Kim will introduce you to two different approaches to building ANY accent in the world, which translates to solid
gold for a video game voice actor. The time has come for you to make a decision. Will you seek help today?

DO PUT WORDS IN MY MOUTH
Director: Jeff Howell

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: None

Dubbing has become an exciting new revenue stream for all voice-over actors, so of course we worked to bring you the opportunity to learn this specific skill! Due to the
massive growth of the online streaming platforms, the need for international programing has increased exponentially. What was once a small niche of the industry, program
localization has exploded on to the voice-over scene like never before. Older dubbing procedures and techniques have been redefined, allowing for burgeoning newer
technologies to assist in the dubbing process. Through his experience directing the dubbing of numerous Netflix movies, Jeff will uncover what it’s like to be in an actual
dubbing session including breaking down characters, scene analysis, choosing specific voices for multiple roles, dialogue rhythm and timing. Experience reading from a
“rythmo band” – a scrolling band of information (dialogue, mouth sounds, breaths) that the actor needs in order to dub the scene.

F#@K THE SPECS
Director: Samantha Paris,
Brian Sommer

Length: 12-hour four-week workshop

Class Notes: This course includes homework assignments.
Students must have home recording capabilities

The specs on a piece of voice-over copy have long stirred epic debates on how much or how little to pay attention to them. Are the specs a barren wasteland that say, “friendly
and conversational”? On the other end of the spectrum, are the specs verbose and conflicting, making it easy to get caught up in them, getting in the way of a truly connected
(translation: bookable) performance? So, what do you do? Every time you look at a new script the FIRST THING you should be asking yourself BEFORE you look at the specs
is “what are the words in the script telling me?” In this student-requested workshop, you’ll get the answer to that all-important question. Samantha and Brian will take you
through various spec-centric exercises with commercial and characters scripts respectively including reading the script without benefit of the specs to see if you naturally SEE
the specs in the script. Find out what happens if you let the words on the page tell you what to do instead of relying on the specs. Take your script analysis skills to the highest
level by making strong acting choices that result in a SPEC-tacular performance.
Holy crap this class is amazing! To me, it feels like you are reverse engineering a script. It is a fantastic exercise in what Samantha always
says: What do the f@#king words say?!? For instance, discovering the character by their word choice – how they speak – and then acting
it instead of putting on a pretense. This class is insightful, inventive and ball busting! And I wouldn’t have it any other way! ~Aaron Miner

Townsend Coleman’s teaching methods are awesome! I never knew just how
much using diﬀerent facial expressions and movements could help with creating
new character voices. Not having to think about keeping the characters voice
ﬂowing while reading the copy because my facial expressions were really doing
all of the work, was an invaluable technique. He instilled a conﬁdence level that
ensured I didn't feel self-conscious and I had a ton of fun and laughed often
during class. Thank you so much Townsend! ~Kevin Busch

FROM A TO “Z”AGER: LAYIN’ DOWN THE LAWS OF NARRATION
Director: Lynnanne Zager

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: This class includes a pre-class homework
assignment.

As one of the absolute best crime narrators in the business, Lynnanne Zager has her fingerprints all over this sub-genre of narration, and she’s bringing all of her forensic
know-how to Voicetrax! Investigate the various styles of crime show narration – which is more popular than ever with new shows being created all the time – with different
exercises including recording to picture, a mock audition and an acting game or two to loosen you up. You’ll also bring in a script of your own to get a top notch, eagle-eye
assessment on your performance. Be advised that after a weekend with Lynnanne, you’ll emerge with some legit crime show skills that you can take all the way to the bank.

The Guest Director responsible for the uncanniest acting experience I’ve recently had was Peter Coyote.
Looking into a mirror at yourself from behind a mask, and then essentially being spectator to what comes
out of that mask, is the very deﬁnition of a transformative experience. You could reduce it to scooping down
into your own id, or you might be better advised taking Peter’s more expansive view of opening yourself up
to a wider collective consciousness. Either way, a wild new world opens up for you, and Peter facilitates
that process better than I think any other director could manage. ~Chuck Kourouklis

GLUED TO THE TUBE: THE COMMERCIAL EDITION
Director: LA Booth Director

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: The course includes a pre-class homework
assignment. Students must have home recording capabilities.

Despite all of our pleading and cajoling, many working professional voice actors still don’t take the time to explore the commercial part of our industry. You DVR fast-forwarders
know who you are… To make smarter, more relevant choices when you audition, it's mandatory that you grasp the style of different types of commercials that are currently
on the television and radio. Utilizing a super fresh approach, our super-savvy LA Booth Director will assign you specific types of commercials to focus on, whether it be health
care, retail, car ads and the like. After watching television or listening to the radio, you’ll transcribe two commercials and record them for feedback in class. You’ll be forced
to traverse a tricky exercise: How do you keep true to the style and vibe of the commercial, without mimicking the on-screen performance, yet still bring your unique self to
the party? Nowhere else will you have an opportunity to work on more current copy!

HE SAID/SHE SAID: THE MICROPHONE EDITION
Director: Samantha Paris,
Jim Edgar, Brian Sommer

Length: 12-hour four-week workshop

Class Notes: This course includes pre-class and weekly homework
assignments. Students must have home recording capabilities.

We happily continue to expand the immensely popular He Said/She Said class format to the point where this version is actually He Said/She Said/He Said. And because
being a savvy engineer is now as nearly important as being a great actor, we’ve included the technical side of things: enter Jim Edgar who’ll provide you the experience of
testing out numerous microphones (at once!) to assist you in your studio set-up. Equal parts engineering and acting, your trio of directors will focus on the various aspects
included in the day-in, day-out life of a working voice actor including script analysis, character development, self-direction and professional grade sound quality. Consider
this class the whole kit and caboodle for the modern, professional voice actor.

HOME AUDITION HAVEN
Director: Jeff Howell

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: None

Are you standing all by yourself out in the “cold” world known as home auditioning? Come into the safe and warm refuge with top casting professional Jeff Howell, as he
guides you through direction or specs interpretation, an essential part of giving a good audition, understanding the writer’s intent, as well as making solid, but bold acting
choices. As someone who actually listens to auditions and casts voice actors day in and day out, Jeff will help you avoid the pitfalls of home auditions including knowing when
to say ‘I’m done’ and resisting the temptation to engineer the life out of the read. Build certainty in home auditioning when you have only your instincts to guide you and no
feedback is given.

HPXEDCHVBSEPRIUCH
Director: Gavin Hammon,
Lauren Kelly, Aaron Miner

Length: 12-hour four-week workshop

Class Notes: The course includes a pre-class homework
assignment.

Tsjdokks iwynso hyytisqe nagacdi py sjneuscild jazpl datdofg! Say What?!? Imagination is king in the world of gibberish speaking toys and video games, and the demand
for actors who have this particular set of skills continues to rise. So, we’ve asked three of the busiest toy actors in the Bay Area – our trio of toy talent – to reach into those
beautiful brains of theirs to come up with a class full of fun and creative exercises to get you in the right state of mind to tell the story when there is no script at all. They’ll
challenge you to communicate through emotional connection instead of English words. Learn how improv, physicality and just letting go are keys to success in the silly but
serious industry of toys. Not to mention how learning to tell a story without the crutch of using words will develop your overall storytelling skills. And hey, you’ll get to tell your
parents you finally learned that second language. Tdekpjuhieqb! What the heck does that mean? We’ll leave that to your imagination!
I had no idea what to expect from this class but assumed it would be useful for character work, and something unique that I could only
find at Voicetrax. I was right! I absolutely loved it, especially the three instructors who balanced each other well. I have much more confidence
now. I felt encouraged to try the improv exercises even though I hadn't done anything like that before. I have come to realize that my
favorite classes are ones that are taught by Voicetrax alum. Voicetrax students turned instructors know how to give direct and constructive
feedback. It was them who made the students connect and loosen up. They provided a very supportive and safe space to be our silly
selves. We were getting so into it that we'd respond to each other in gibberish over lunch! There was so much laughter in class. I would
recommend it to people who don't even want to do gibberish toy-related work. ~Katherine Tole

INVITATIONAL LEFT TO YOUR OWN DEVICES
Director: Samantha Paris

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: By Invitation Only. This course includes a pre-class
homework assignment. Students must have home recording capabilities.

You can’t imagine how many times Samantha has heard from students, “Gee, my performances are so good when you direct me in class or a private lesson. I wish I could
have you in my pocket when I audition from home every day.” Sure, it sounds great, but since our cloning experiments are still in the early testing phase, this class will have
to suffice, and knowing Samantha with all her NEW plot twists and turns, suffice it surely will. Considering this class is all about the all-important self-directing, you can pretty
much figure there’ll be some stuff you record at home and send in for Samantha’s trademark… let’s call it… straightforward feedback. If your performance didn’t quite hit the
mark, you might find yourself explaining your script analysis thought process by sitting in the director’s chair directing a fellow student on the same exact copy you performed.
What better way for Samantha to peek behind your “brain curtains” (that’s right, we said it… brain curtains) to improve your directing process than actually witnessing it live?
Whether you are at the beginning of your self-direction pilgrimage or are a seasoned pro who’s unconsciously created bad habits, allow Samantha to crawl into your directing
mind and sort your stuff out. Whatever happens you can count on this weekend taking your self-direction skills into the stratosphere.

INVITATIONAL THE THREE-IN-A-ROW VARIETY SHOW
Director: Thom Pinto

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: By Invitation Only. Prerequisite: Three In A Row or
prior approval from Voicetrax. This course includes a pre-class
homework assignment. Students must have home-recording capabilities.

Lights, Camera, Action! (insert catchy theme song music here) Ok, so technically there’s no camera involved since this is a voice-over class, but this show must go on! Why?
Because being able to effectively perform a tagline or branding phrase three times in a row each with distinctly different attitudes is a mandatory skill for every voice actor
working professionally everywhere. Thom will take the lessons offered in the first level class and crank up the heat, using both studios, and will on one hand leave you mostly
on your own, asking you to direct yourself on different copy including the ever-challenging two and three-word lines and direct you live. And to sweeten the pot, getting swept
up in the Voicetrax pay-it-forward mission of giving back, Thom will offer two top performers a free demo consultation ahead of their Voicetrax-produced demo.

INVITATIONAL UNMASKING YOUR
Director: Peter Coyote

POTENTIAL: THE SCENE STUDY EDITION

Length: 7-hour one-day lab

Class Notes: By Invitation Only. Class limited to twelve
students. This course includes a pre-class homework assignment.

Join the one-and-only Emmy® award winning Peter Coyote as he furthers your acting evolution through unique exercises including mask work as you prepare to dig into and
really strengthen your acting prowess. In the weeks before class you will be assigned one half of a scene dialogue to memorize. The fun, exciting and challenging twist is that
you won’t know who your scene partner is until you show up for class! Peter will bring the wisdom hard-earned from decades in the industry, with over 100 motion pictures
and TV shows under his belt, to help you get lost within your character and truly emotionally connect with your partner. You’ll learn at the feet of the master as he lets you in
on the world his imagination and A-List experience inhabits for script analysis on a whole other level. What else do we reeeeaaally need to say? We could talk about him
being in the blockbuster movie E.T. or narrating the critically acclaimed Ken Burn’s The Roosevelts: An Intimate History PBS documentary, but seriously it’s scene work with
Peter f’ing Coyote! C’mon, people!

LESS IS MORE, BUT NOTHING IS NOTHING
Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Director: SF Agent

Class Notes: None

You know that saying, “less is more”? Well, this is an entire seminar focusing on that exact premise. With the preponderance of real and conversational requests from producers
and casting directors, the phrase “not over the top” is showing up all the time in copy specs. What does that mean? How far is too far? Most importantly, how do you stop
from going too far in the opposite direction and delivering a boring, flat performance? Join this revered San Francisco agent whose been at the top of this industry for decades
(and continues to be) to get an insider’s view on this very popular current trend and learn the balance between going for it and leaving your audience wanting more.

LUNCH WITH PUNCH
Director: Samantha Paris,
Jeff Howell, Townsend Coleman

Length: 20-hour five-week workshop

Class Notes: The course includes a pre-class homework
assignment. Students must have home recording capabilities.

Are you frustrated or exhausted by the home auditioning process that provides you little to no feedback unless you book the job? Are you in a rut, feeling rusty or has the
pressure you’ve put on yourself strangled the creativity right out of your home auditions leading to discouraging results? In this smorgasbord of a workshop Samantha is
locked and loaded to bring back the FUN and give you exactly what you need. How is that possible? Because each time we run this class, Samantha looks at the class roster
and custom builds her lesson plan to specifically address what those 12 particular students need at the moment. The lunch will be brought to you by your fellow students as
you take part in a delicious, time-honored Voicetrax tradition: Friday afternoon potluck lunch. The punch will be provided by Samantha and her fellow Guest Directors Jeff
Howell and Townsend Coleman – a trio of teachers that’s never been grouped together before! We promise no voice actors will be hurt in the making of this class… we hope.
Spend five afternoons getting your process and mindset “punched” up while eating the most scrumptious potluck west of the Mississippi.
Lunch with Punch is one of my favorite classes at Voicetrax. I’ve taken it multiple times. I find it helpful because it hits upon so many different
genres and techniques. It gives you lots of things to think about and work on. I love watching Samantha coach the best reads out of each
and every student. I also enjoy the afternoon time slot. For me it’s the perfect environment for growth. But let’s get really honest here…
I sign up for Graziano’s world-class cooking! ~Susan Vlahos

PARKIN’S PLAYHOUSE OF IMPROV
Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Director: Scott Parkin

Class Notes: None

Batten down the hatches and get ready for the tsunami that is the one and only Scott Parkin. His clever mind, razor-sharp wit and unyielding energy are just the elixir you
need to bring the joy to your voice-over performances and spontaneous unpredictability to your home auditions. In this non-stop fun-fest where imagination reigns, Scott will
force you to get out of your own way and become more secure outside your oh-so-cozy comfort zone. Develop a mindset that’s sure to juice up your comedic auditions as
you embrace coloring outside the lines. Creepy clowns and funhouse mirrors not included.

N E W I N STRUCTORS

PLACE YOUR ORDER
Director: Brian Sommer
OR Townsend Coleman

Length: B. Sommer: 12-hour four-week workshop,
T. Coleman: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: These two individual courses each include
a pre-class homework assignment.

When we hit upon a popular format, we have no shame in going back to the well and “gently petting that alive-and-kicking horse” (Get it? We’re lovers, not fighters). Our
troubles emerged when we were trying to decide WHO should teach the class: Brian or Townsend, Townsend or Brian? Finally, a member of the legendary Voicetrax Think
Tank said, “ummm… why don’t we just have them both do it?” Brilliant! Format refresher: you’re invited to create a personalized lesson plan based on your specific needs.
Before class you’ll choose three categories from a menu of voice-over specifics to work on with Brian or Townsend (Brian will concentrate on video games and Townsend will
focus on animation & promo). So not only do you get to place your order on the stuff you’ll be working on, you’ll also place your order for the teacher of your choosing. It
surely doesn’t get more customized that this, does it? Join this “weekend (or four weeks) of whatever you want” and remember to tip your waiter.

PROCESS PURIFICATION
Director: LA Booth Director

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: The course includes a pre-class homework
assignment.

Ruts and plateaus in the creative audition process are frustrating, yet ironically are an important part of developing yourself as an artist. Without these obstacles to push
us forward, we don’t grow, and embracing these moments is a part of every successful career. Lucky for Voicetrax students, we have our favorite Los Angeles Booth
Director to help you break things down, discover where you might be stuck and help you move forward. You’ll open up your modus operandi for inspection and glean
valuable information about techniques you may or may not be applying when your fellow students do the same. Your Guest Director will use that data to not only give
you incredibly specific feedback on in-class performances, but also to identify habits that are getting in the way of you booking more jobs. It’s nearly a private lesson
in class form. Remember there’s a difference between being stuck and choosing to stay there. Set yourself free to realize your full potential.

SOMETHING TO
Director: Ned Lott

ABOUT
Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: A professional sounding singing voice is not
required. Seriously! ;) This course includes a pre-class homework
assignment.

Over the last several years – especially since the blockbuster film Frozen was released – the demand for characters that sing in feature films, television series and apps has
greatly increased, and that will be the focus of this super unique class. Now before you say “Nope. Not me. I can’t sing!”, pleeeease remember that not every nutty, silly
animated character sounds like Mariah Carey, Barbra Streisand or The Candlestick from Beauty And The Beast, so you don’t have to either! And if singing is totally
comfortable for you, then it’s time to bring that “shower superstar” into the light. You will come to class with a song prepared that Ned will work on with you and then record
it to a background track. You’ll also get a chance to perform speaking lines of that character. Get out of your comfort zone, let loose, remember why you started in voice-over
in the first place and have some fun. And we haven’t even mentioned how singing your copy can bring about a freer you – oh wait… we just mentioned it… Whether singing
scares you or you’re eager and ready to get your singing groove on, we know you’ll leave this class with an expanded fearlessness to audition singing characters.

TAKING ON THE PROTOTYPES II: YOU!
Director: Thom Pinto

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: Prerequisite: Taking On The Prototypes Level One
or prior approval of Voicetrax.

While producers constantly ask for a tone, attitude or performance that requires channeling the vocal style of a celebrity, we working stiffs must also learn to develop our own
signature styles. In this seminar by disseminating all the different aspects of celebrity prototypes, Thom helps you to discover what makes you special and marketable as a
voice talent. And the ability to match your own performance (basically prototyping yourself) comes in pretty darn handy when you’re asked to do subsequent pick-up lines
weeks after a session is done and dusted. Through experimentation and the wisdom of a voice-over authority right by your side, it all boils down to deftly incorporating some
celebrity vocal traits into...well, YOU!

TECH SUPPORT TUNE-UP
Director: Jim Edgar

Length: 4-hour lab

Class Notes: Limited to six students. Prerequisite: Intro to
Home Recording/Audio ER or prior approval of Voicetrax.

As a working voice actor, you ultimately end up using recording software, but are you using it efficiently? Designed for graduates of Jim’s other tech classes, this lab will delve
deeper under the hood into the different recording softwares there are out there to choose from. This time around Jim’s focusing on the Mac offering: Twisted Wave. If you use
this particular software to record (or are thinking of a change) and feel as though you’ve only scratched the surface on all the wonderful tools it includes, then this gathering
is meant for you. Jim will go “deep nerd” as you explore the many facets you likely didn’t know existed and how knowing your recording software better can improve workflow
which will fundamentally and inevitably help your voice-over business $oar.

THE NARRATION VARIATION
Director: Dave Fennoy

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: None

Wait, he does narration, too?!? Is there nothing he can’t do? That’s right folks, video game extraordinaire and Mr. Hulu promo voice himself Dave Fennoy does narration and
does it very well we might add. His range is limitless… he is a Voicetrax alum after all! Dave brings his encouraging teaching style and decades of acting experience to the
challenging world of narration. And as we all know that narration is more than just reading, Mr. Fennoy will impart his trademark emotion-based perspective to the art of
storytelling, covering several of the most popular sub-genres including corporate narration, explainer videos and lifestyle narration that is heard on a variety of shows aimed
at specific audiences.

THE POWER OF PERSUASION
Director: Thom Pinto

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: None

As another election cycle comes around in the Fall of 2020, the number of political ads that need voices will explode. And although we are all painfully aware of the timbre
of most national political ads, luckily that is not what this class is about (phew!). Instead Thom will bring it back home to focus on local and regional candidates as well as
issue-oriented ads that are incredibly lucrative and news flash: not always negative. Some even have hope and humor! Ladies, there is tremendous opportunity for you, too.
And because conviction is more important than ever in these types of ads, committing to an acting choice is paramount (we’re sure there is somewhere else that could be
applied, like everywhere). Join Thom for an informative weekend but please leave your politics and political debate hat at the door. Seriously.

WHEN ART IMITATES LIFE
Director: Samantha Paris

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class homework
assignment.

The most accomplished actors in history all have one thing in common: they bring themselves to their performances, whether it’s a dramatic court scene in a movie, a tender
dialogue between father and son on stage, or the harried mother with her three kids running errands in a radio spot for McDonalds. No matter the words you are tasked to
bring to life, utilizing your own life experiences – and dare we say feelings – is what separates greatness from brilliance. Samantha will tap into those rich experiences you
may not even know you’re suppressing within you to work on scene monologues and dialogues, no voice-over copy to be found. She’ll challenge you to truly put yourself in
the scene and make realistic choices based on what you would actually do if faced with the same scenario in real, REAL life. You may even be forced to look in the mirror and
ask yourself what’s holding you back from really “going there” and ultimately letting your art imitate life.

WIZZARD OF BLIZZARD: END GAME
Director: Andrea Toyias

Length: 14-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class homework
assignment. Students must have home recording capabilities.

The name of this class sounds like a bad-ass, Hollywood superhero mega movie that stars Chris Hemsworth or Robert Downey, Jr. (Weird Science anyone? Aww... #memories),
and that is absolutely, positively by design. Leading you into battle for this gaming weekend is none other than Andrea Toyias, Senior Casting and Voice Director from video
game developer juggernaut Blizzard Entertainment, the publisher of numerous titles including World of Warcraft (oh, you’ve heard of it?), the Diablo series and the stupidly
successful Overwatch. She will share her insights on what it takes to be an actor in the crazy world of games, impart her hints for successful auditioning, along with running
a mock audition as she narrates her thoughts out loud through the casting process. You’ll dig up your best Tolkien voice, sculpt your craziest non-verbal creature sounds and
learn what it means to die (in video games, of course).
LEGAL DISCLAIMER:
Please note that legal restrictions prohibit us from listing the actual names of individual talent agents and booth directors. These workshops and seminars are
for educational purposes only and will not secure or provide opportunity in the field or representation by an agent. Now read this disclaimer in 8 seconds, then
7 seconds, now do it in 6 seconds… Remember practice makes perfect!

